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Students dissatisfied by cheating;
·1 ac.~·lty a.t.titudes som•times lax
By MARY BET~ MOSER

He also discourages ·his teachers
from Using the same tests every year
Many Xavier students have ex- . and has them· warn their students
pressed dissatisfaction with the at- that papers and referencesarecheck·
titudes. of teacher.s ··.and fellow ed for plagiarism.
students toward. -the practice of
However, other departments are
· cheating on examinations. As a seemingly not so careful. One sturesult, many questions have been dent sat behind three girls during
raised concerning cheating and an English final. These girls· blaplagiarism.
· tantly passed crib notes bac!c and
The penalty at Xavier for cheating forth to each other while the
widely varies depending upon the . professor buried his head in · his
circumstances and the professors in- books. The student insisted, "They
volved. It can result iri ·a warning or were so obvious that it was a joke."
reprimand, a failing grade for the · When she approached him after the
test, failure for the course, suspen- exam about the' incident, . he
sion, or expulsion. However, expul- responded, "Well, what can I do
sion occurs only when a student is about it?"
caught habitually cheating, selling
Another student had the unforexams, or breaking and entering in tunate experience of having four
order to acquire exams. Whatever classes in one semester with cheating
the case, the student always has the problems. This student's economics
right to appeal.
.
professor left the room during a muiDr. Thomas Hailstones, Dean of tip le choice exam; her. accounting
the College of Business Administra- . teacher read the newspaper during a
tion, leaves it up to the 'individual final with over sixty students in the
faculty to provide the . proper room sitting side-by-side exchanging
safeguards against cheating .. "It is exam papers; her data processing
hard to eliminate all cheating, but we teacher sat in the front of the room
try :to. minimize it." He continued, and watched his students. openly
"We in the administration try to sup- . swapping answers without saying a·
port the faculty: in enforcing the . word. T.here were' also repeated in-·
policy;'' Hailstones <:foes . admit, stances of chea.ting in her math.class.
however, that the university is not in hi her frustration, she talkeCi to the
a position to provide _the extra math professor about it .:____ no action
facilities needed. These would in- was taken and the cheating conclude space for proper seating and tinued.
· proctors.
She claims to have talked to other
· Rev .. Joseph Angilella, S.J., students about the problem and
Dean of the c·ollege of Arts and found that the others were upset
Sciences, said he is very concerned also, but they did not feel that. they
with the issue not just because were in a position to go to the
students are cheating, but because professors. "It is a difficult situation
they are toying with future values. with peer pressure," she said."'No
"Who finally loses? The students lose· one wants to be a squealer." :
the most because they are setting up
Unfortunately,. because. no one
a pattern of behavior that is unfair to has openly talked about it, the.
themselves."
cheating problem rarely is brought
Some departments are very con- to- the attention of the· deans.
scious of the problem and its Hailstones claimed he's had sure 1i min at ion. Dr. Vy.tautas prisingly few cases "because the
Bieliauskas, Chairman of the Psy- professors are pretty well handling
chology Department . has his it." Well, it seems the.professors with
studentssignanhonorpledge;ifthey cheating problems are either not
refuse to sign, they do not get a grade. handling it well, cannot find ways to
New Steff Wrller
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get the necessary proof, or are not
even aware of the problem.
Hailstones suggested first going to
the teacher and if the studen.t is still
not properly Satisfied, he, as Dean,
wants to know about it. Hailstones
also promised to present the issue at
the next meeting of the College of
Business Faculty sometime within
the next.month ..
. Angilella listed a numberofplaces
and ways for students to complain.
He conceded that it is sometimes
very difficult to go to the teachers involved, but students can always approach their counselors, the department chairman, and the deans. Their
complaints can be made in confidence, openly, or even after the
semester is over in order to protect
themselves. ·
There is no way to measure the
amount of cheating that goes on at
· Xavier. In fact, it could be a very
minor problem. But it is the consensus of those interviewed that even if
only a few students are participating
in this activity they risk ruining the
·
.
·
.
.
. .
. S..11 photo by P•ul Conroy
reputation of all other students as Xavier student Mary LaGr..nge demon1trate1 (fu1tdemon1trat..) the fine ariof
well as the school, and in the process, cheating for ·the New1. camera. The shifty eyes technique 11 commonly
they are being unfair tp themselves. employed at Xavier a1 well a1 other µnlveralll .. acro11 the country.
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school will nOt"b·e clOsing·soOn
By ROCCINA STELLATANO
N... Mina111rili Editor

In accordance: with Cincillnati
Gas and Electric's plea for a voluntary. 25% reduction .in energy consumption, Mr. Thomas StadtmilJer,
Business Manager, submitted .a
report to Mr. Irvin ·Beumer, VicePresident, Business-Finance, · and
Treasurer, which reflects the steps
the university has taken to comply.
On February 8, Stadtmiller sent
out .a memo regarding energy conservation. Administrators, faculty,

and staff responded to that memo by
reducing lighting levels throughout
classrooms, offices, corridors, and
other 'public areas. Their cooperation, in conjunction with steps taken
by Maintenance, have produced
significant results. The steps taken
by Maintenance include the following:
I) The heating plants and air
handling units throughout the cam'pus are cut off each evening at 9 p.m;
and started up again at approximately 6 a:m. the following

S. U· rv·_e· y comp' lete,·
Dorm
.
t•IVI. .1es
.
on
a·c
1
f Ocuses
.· ·

·
•muting students is underway under
the auspices of commuter council.
Auocl•le Editor
T~e Student Development office is
. Findings' of the informal survey
undertaking a series of surveys on · include: most students feel there are
student life at Xavier in the residence enough parties, intramural and
halls. The second survey in the series, cultural events at Xavier. There is
focusing on campus activities, was also enough publicity of campus
released last month.
_
events, and the hours and facilities in
Thirty students .were randomly the sports complex are sufficient acse1'ctcd from the dorm directory to ·cording to survey results. Seventeen
be surveyed. A work-study student students said that they feel Xavier to
under the direction of Rick Hulefeld, .be weakest socially, more than in any
Proa~ Director, desians the ·other area, but in a 1eparate que1questions, collects the .data, and . tion, 23 aid it ii easj for them to 10
reports on relults. llod Shearer, Vice new places and meet new people.
Praident for Student Development, Most students said they .would use
streued that this ii "not intended as transportation to 1pecialplaces in
an in~epth survey." Rather, it is sur- the city like the art m_useum and
face ·re•rch, to help asse11 \\'.hat Playhouse if. it was offered, and that
. students want.
·
they would ittend a non-alc0holic
The first survey, which was com- party ·or dance. Few students ex".
pleted last fall, revealed that a great . pressed interest in attending more
number of residentl were disturbed piano concerts or on-campus performances of the Contemporary Dance
by the noise in the .dormitories.
response . to this, new noise Theater, but many are interested in
regulations went in~o effeci. The se- · more of the O'Brien lecture series,
cond ·survey 'revealed that there are film series, and X.U. Players produc·enough parties at Xavier; but not tions. ·
eno·ugh dances. As a result, a parCopies of the survey have been
ty/ dance, with band, was held. on . distributed to senators and members
:Saturday, February l L The third of activities committees, like the
survey in the series is due out later Cultural Committee, Concert Comthis spring, probably, around mid- miu.ec, and Speakers Committee,
March. A similar survey of com- for their use in planning activities:
By PEG CONNELLY

In

morning with the exceptions of the
dormitories, Sports Complex, and
Schott Residence.
2)Themaincomputerandairconditioning unit servicing the computer room are cut down from ap- ·
proximately midnight to 8 a.m.
Several auxiliary units are also cut in
the Computer Center at the same
time.
3) Air handling units for various
buildings are cut back for periods
anywhere from 9 a.m. to4 p.m. or 11
a.m. to 4 p.m. daily.
4) The use of the infra-red heaters
servicing the Fieldhouse basketball
floor has been. terminated since
1February 8.
S)BeginningtheweekofFebruary
13, the heating systems and · air
handling units were curtailed_ in the
dormitories from approximately I 0 ·
a.m. to 4 p.m. daily.
Stadtmiller has been taking
temperature readings at 9 a.m., 11
a.m., and 4 p,m. daiiy. He maintained that it is importantto obtain a
measure of heat loss.· in various
buildings When the heat is turned off
and said, "Some buildings retain
their wannth even with the heat
turned off."
To illustrate, Stadtmiller noted
that the Library'IJ heat was turned off
at .9 p.m·.. lut Thunday, and the
·.tempe1ature·N1din1was70.depees.
. The heat was turned onat 6a.m. Friday aitd by 9:30 a.m. the temperature
. was apin 70 de1l'ltl. However, the
. 8YJJl area of .Schmidt Fieldhouse
doel not retain its heat as well. On
Thunday at 9 p.m., the temperature
was 71 degrees; at 6 a.in. Friday it
was 61 degrees, and by 9:30 a.m. it
had only risen to 67 degrees.
Stadtmiller rearetted that he did
not announce the heat cut-back in
the dorms. "Therewerecomplaints,"
he said,"butthose who called the offlee understood our explanation for
the heat curtailment in the dormitories."
There are 44 buildings to be heatXavier continued lo page I

.Stu·dent-teac.h8r .evalUatlons:

·37°/o response with new· tC>rm

out the · questionnaires to. -the would be .indicated by not answering
students living off campus, Brennan' the ques.t1on. .
.
· .. ·
Student Government has reached said that he was able to cut costs by
Brennan said that he has heard
the final stage in obtaining results · ma,iling bulk rate and in providing a · some criticism from a few members
from the recent student-teacher short, two page questionnaire. In of t~e faculty i~ regard to. the
e valuations. Un d·e r·g rad u ate addition, time will be- saved at the word mg of some of the questions. ·
.students were asked to fill out the Computer Center since processing is He said that the purpose of this
questionnaire delivered to them this facilitated by use of computer cards survey by Student . Government is
past January via computer cards. rather than the conventional written not to make individual members of
The returned cards have been responses.
the faculty look bad,. but to provide
collected and now await processing
Despite these advantages, a few . "constructive criticism'! so that both
at the Computer Center.
. problems arose with the new students and t~chers can ~et an idea
method: The first 11 questions of student op1n1ons of classes. ·· .,
Student Government has
The evaluations, with their cards, dealt with opinions about the
were mailed to off campus students, · textbook and the preientation to the . provided student-teacher evaluawhile dorm students-received theirs clais. These questions were taken · tions for ten years. It has now gotten
from senior residents. This was the · from· a book dealing with surveys of to the point, accordin,g to Brennan,
first time this method of distribution this nature; and were similar to where most of the major problems
was used. In the past the. student- questions used in the past. The next . involved in this service · have· been
teacher evaluations developed by' set of ten questions dealing with ironed out.
One plus for this new system was
Student Government were opinions on exams, lab work, and
distributed to each class by -the the effort put in by students and the delivery, Brenna:n noted. fle said
teachers were · newly· developed he heard few complaints from
individual teacher.
According to Student Senator questions. Brennan said that some students not receiving ·their
Marty Brennan, this new method of responses did" not take. all questionnaires in the mail, and that
presenting these evaluations possibilities in to account, the senior residents were very
provided a two fold benefit. He said particularly with the omission of helpful in distributing and
that it would enable Student "zero" as an answer to the questions retrieving the questionnaires and
Government to go directly to the dealing with the number of required should be thanked.
Brennan's opinion of the new
student with its questionnaire, and term papers and exams. Also, the
at the same time cut down on costs. directions were vague in explaining method of presenting these
Alt.hough there was a cost in mailing to the students that a no response evaluations· is positive. He said, "I
believe that it has worked out well; I
am pleased." This new methOd of
distributing the evaluation .is only
the first stage, according to
Brennan. The second ·stage will
By SUE KEANE
volunteered from several different involve how the students· use the
Hewe Sl8ff wr11~r
sources. An oak table and .chairs results. This is yet to be determined;
If the mention of Hinkle Hall were dQnated from the library and he said.
conjures up images of dark, dreary moved by the men of Pied Piper. A
Brennan has received responses
halls and small dusty offices, take a group of students pitched in to from · 37% of the undergraduate
look at the Faculty Conference clean, rearrange and redecorate. In population, but considers this good
Room on the second floor: Since this way, the renovation of the room in view of the fact that there.was no
September the room has been the was accomplished with a minimal requirement to return the· computer
project of many people under the amount of money and a maximum ·cards.
guidance of Sr. Ruth Graf, R.s~M. amount of hard work and creativity.
Brennan said . he does not yet
Previously, the room had bCen
· Work in the room will continue as know when the results will be
designated as a faculty. conference an ongoing process in order to create availa!>le . from the · Computer
room, but in Grars words, it had "nq a place that is comfortable and Center, or how they will be
order, no beauty;" and· was\ conducive to formal and informal presented to the students. The main
sometimes used as a storage base. , conversation. Graf hopes to see it goal of Student .Government in
In September Graf initiated an .used as a ..center for ongoing devefoping this survey is·t~ provide
effort to renovate the room. With discussion" for faculty members. students with information ahead of
her initial impetus, .assistani:e was Since fall, the room has been used time in choosing classes. ··Also,
and· enjoyed by much of the faculty: Brennan said, ..This is an excellent
As Dr. Zimmerman said, "As a service that Stud~nt Government is
member of the Faculty Committee I providing for the students. They
would say that the decor has con- come here to learn and we hope to
tributed to the delightfulness.of our provide them with a better way to
· ·
· learn."
deliberations."
By BOB WILK ING

·

Spend two. weeks this summer on a wooded· island in Ontario,
learning about peace, Third World struggles, sexism, structural
violence, and the New International Economic Order. The 1978
session of the Grindstone School for Peace Research, Education and
Action will be held from August S to 19 on Grindstone Island, 105
kifoineters south of Ottawa, Canada. Cost is $200 for tuition; room
and board. Co-operatively designed for university students, teachers
and activists, the school is an intensive course on major social issues.
Twelve resource people include university peace researchers, Native
People's organizers, and anti-nuclear power leaders. Write Coordinator A, Grindstone School, Box 571, Stn. P. Toronto, Ontario,
Canada MSS 2tl for information and applications.

•••••

Free University is- coming to Xavier again. Those interested in
teachingacourse, or who would lilte to see a special interest course
taught, are welcome to call Breen Lodge, 745-3322, for more
information.

•••••

Through April 16, 1978, the Taft Museum will ·presentWHIMSY, a
special .exhibition dedicated to the principle that art can be
scrupulously crafted and have a sense of humor at the same time.
Over 4S works of art by IS. contemporary artists from across the
country have been selected for this exhibition. Photography, collage,
ceramics, fabric constructions, woodworking, and metalworking are
represented in WHIMSY.
The Taft Museum is located in downtown Cincinnati at 3 J6 Pike St.
Monday through Saturday their hours are IOa.m. to S p:m., and from
2 p.m. to S p.m. on Sundays. There is no admission charge and free
·
parking is available behind the museum.

••••••

Anyone interested in directing the 1978 Manresa program iS asked
to contact Carol Egner at 451-16S6, or leave his/ her name and phone
number at the Campus Ministry Office.

Campus Activities
·Women's Basketball
vs. Ohio Wesleyan
Dance lessons
Pro Musica '
Movie: Dog Day Afternoon
Women's Slumber Party
Men's·. Basketball
vs. U. of Detroit
Piano Rehearsal
OKI Drill Team Competition
Piano Concert:
Douglas Montgomery
Men's Basketball:
vs. S.W_._!J.!liv. of Memphis
Black Awareness Week
Begins: Mass .
Black Awarenes5 Week

Feb. 24
Feb. 2S
Feb. 26

Feb. 27

7:00
S:30-7:00
8:00
1:30 .t 8:00
10:00

Fieldhouse
OKI Room
Theatre
Theatre
6th Floor Lounge

2:00
l-6p.m.
All Day

Fieldhouse
Theatre
Armory

3:00

Theatre

·3:30

Fieldhouse

~:00

.

Lounge re·novated

•••••

The public is invited to meet and chat with Robert Taft, Jr., former
U.S. Senator from Ohio, at a news conference scheduled for today,
February 23, at 1:30 in the Emery Board Room (second floor,
University Center).
As part of the· O'Brien Seminar Series, Mr. Taft wi·ll also speak
tonight at 8 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium, Alter Hall. His topic will be
"Euro~Communism: The Future of NATO and the Security .of
Western Europe."
·

Feb. 23

. ·

,.... llllft wr1-.,

Ombudsman repe>rts

Bellarmine. Chap.

Newtl18ffWrtt.r

New·voice on. wvxu·
By BRUCE WJETLJSBACH
Niwa GUiii Wrlllr

Greg Crawford, a freshman Communication Arts major, is one of the
new voices you have been hearing on
WVXU. ·Since starting with the station, he had broadcasted·every Monday morning from· I to 7 a.m. But
already Crawford has moved into a
prime time spot on Sunday from
noon, to. 4 p.m.
'
Interested in broadcasting, Crawford went to Bob George, then station director, and asked if he could
get on the air. Even though hehad no
previous experience, he was given a
chance.·"I couldn't believe it.~' Craw.ford said, "I asked Bob George and a
couple of nights later I was on."
If you listen to Crawford's show
you quickly find he plays a lot of
·groups that feature brass instruments. When asked to name his
·favorite groups he replied, "Blood
Sweat and Tears, Chase, Jethro Tull,
Yes, and Chicago." These groups all

N~m;
.

·

·;

.

·

·
·
The Xavier New1 isthe officialatudentnew1paperof
Xavier Unive.-ily. The 1rticle1, pictUl'CI, and format
arc the responsibility of Che editors and do not reprc·
sent the views of the administraton, filClllly, and 1tU·
dent body
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feature great brass sections. According to Crawford, he became interested in brass through his high
school band experience and his present work in his own dance band.
Crawford played trombone for the
nationally famous Roger Bacon
Band, and he is now in .the highly'
sought after dance .band "Union
Pacific."

ff.j~i
118'1 photo llr A.- IC. Mlle

Tf:le newly-decoreted f8Cui·a; Conference Room II located on the aecond Door Hlnkll Hllll.
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. Crawford's idea of announcing is I._ ~ This entitles the bearer
1
to be informative, interesting and
IBJ ~ to free admission · !?. ~I!
unique. When asked who he th()ught lu
;;
· on any night
!!!. n II
combined these three characteristics
the best he said, "Geoffrey Nimo of ',~ ·~
a.
~
I
Ill
liT
WEBN because of his.mellow and in~
telligent approach to announcing." I
Issued by
Crawford's plans after college are
to go into music. He would really :
I
I
like to be part of the production of .I
an album, either writing, playing or I
3225 Madison Road
·I
singing. However, Crawford added,· :
·cincinnati, Ohio
,1
"I'm happy with what I am doing
got it a~ Gatsby's"
I·1
now and am not too concerned 1
1
about my future plans right now.'1 I
.
. I

"I 'always like to help someone. I
have helped a couple of people out."
This was the response of Mike
Kahler when he was asked whether
or not he has found his role as
ombudsman at Xavier rewarding.
'In the fall of 1977, Kahler was
appointed ombudsman. An
ombudsman has the responsibility
to help settle disputes between
students and teachers at Xavier.
Since his appointment, Kahler has
had. approximately fifteen students.
approach him with problems. Out of
those cases, he has three grade cases
pending. In the remaining cases .·
students
were
directed. to channel~
I
.
.

i$1

::,-t·
' ·.

1.

. that .could meet their partic~lar
needs.
Kahler stressed the point that, in
order to obtain his help, a student
must come to him. Any student
wishing to contact Kahler may do so
by slipping a note under his door at
Kuhlman Hall, Room 111, or
talking with him at the Informatfon
Desk in the University Center where ·
he works on Sunday evenings. ·
·
Kahler said he is. . open to·
suggestions. He would like fo work
on getting the. Xavier Library to
remain - open one night on the
weekend before Midterms.
· ,
Kahler, a junior· pre-med major,
said his experiences as ombusdman
,have not influenced bis future plans
to attend ·medical school but· have
broadened. his outloriic ..
Asked about serving· as
ombudsman again, ·Kahler replied,
"I would enjoy serving again."

Addre11.er• .Wanted
lmmedlelelyl . Work at
hom• ":"'" no experience
neceH8ry-excellentpay.
.Write American Service,
8350 Park Lane, Suite 289,
Dallas, TX 75231
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editorials reflect the opinion· of a majority of th<
Editorial Board and do not necessarily represent the
,opinion oflhe 11udent body, faculty, or administration
of Xavier Univenity.
The New• is publi1hed weekly durin11 the school year
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Xavier University, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207. Subscrip~
tion1 arc SS.00 per year. The Ntn w&1entered11,..
cond clu1 matter October 4, 1946, al the Post Office of
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Mice and Men: crea,tive, profound
it is doubtful that he will ever attain
The set was especially interesting
his goal with or without Lennie. and noteworthy. The outdoor scenes
Playhouse in the Park's current Candy (Peter Bosche), an old man · by the river and the indoor scens in
production, Of Mice and Men, prov- who has nothing worthwhile left in the bunkhouse were played on the
ed to be both fascinating and his life, and Lennie gladly pursue the same set. The outer stage .was comcreative as well as entertaining. The dream with George but it is obvious posed of rocks, sand, cattails and
play, written by John Steinbeck, isa that it is only an illusion.
brush with a huge tree limb suspendGeorge and Lennie meet several ed from the ceiling while the inner or
very sensitive and m~aningful work
and the actors succeeded in truly other people on their new job. These center stage adapted itsleffor indoor
include Slim (Stephen Clarke), a scenes by the addition of several
. touching the audience.
The plot revolves around the lives sincere and sensitive man, Whit wooden floor planks. This worked
of two migrant workers, George (Robert Rutland), a shallow, jumpy out very nicely as the wooden floor
(Kent Broadhurst) and Lennie (Lan- character who is afraid to face some blended in with the natural scenery
ny Flaherty) who travel together in harsh realities and to think for so as not to detract from the outdoor
search of work. The two are very himself, Carlson (Luke Sickle), the feeling. Indoor .furniture was sparse
different from one another. George, boss (Robert Stocker), Curley (Eric and crude and consisted of a few
on the one hand is somewhat of an Uhler), the boss' punky son, Curley's ready o collapse bunk beds, a
intellectual and although he has a . wife (Susanne Marley), a woman in makeshift table, and a few crates and
great deal of affection for Lennie, he search of companionship who , barrels for chairs. The furniture addfinds it difficult to deal with his men- flaunts herself at the other men, and ed to the atmosphere of the play.
tal deficiency, (Lennie is slightly Crooks (P. Jay Sidney), the ·em·
The lighting is also worth men·
retarded), absent mindedness and bittered, black smit~y.
tioning because it was so excellent.
tendency to unintentionally stir up
The lighting designer, Neil Peter
trouble. George. feels restricted by
Jampolis, made use of many nice
shadow effects' in blue or dim lighting
Lennie because every time the two
settle in a job, Lennie gets into some
and also created some beautiful
kind of mishap which forces them to
· The most outstanding perfor· visual effects by usitig orange, red
move on. George is frustrated and mances were given by Kent and yellow lighting for the sunriee in
pulled back and forth between what B~dhunt (George) and Lanny the outdoor scene. The most effec·
he wants for his own life and what he Flaherty (Lennie). The relationship tive lighting, however, wasattheend
is able to realistically have if he con- between the two seemed genuine and of the play. All of the lights were
tinues to be responsible for Lennie. believable but, most importantly of turned out and then a gun shot is
Many of Lennie's problems result all, painfully human. Kent heard and one spark flares in the
from the fact that mentally he is a Broadhunt brought George· into black as ·George kills Lennie. This
gently and naive .child but physically focus for us. The audience was able had a great deal of impact on the
he is a very strong and dangerously · to feel his pain, frustration and tor- audience. It's a shame that there was
powerful man. He is unable to deal m~nt when dealing not only with not a short pause in the dark before
with his strength and llO' accidents Lennie but with his own lack of a the blaring lights of the curtain call
happen, often quite tragically. (As in meaningful life. Lanny Flaherty rap- came up. The effect was slightly
the accidental killing of Curley's tured the childlike innocence and ·destroyed because of the quick shift.
All in all, Of Mice and Men. is an
wife.)
sincerity of Lennie and made ,his
George is of slight build and character one which was quite entertaining yet deeply profound
stature yet his difficulties arise not loveable despite the obvious work. There is comedy, but the
only from having a responsibility tragedies that had befallen him. In theme, in its exploration of human
that he isn't sure he really wants (the all of his simpleness, Lennie was por- relationships, loneliness and self
care of Lennie) but from his inner trayed as a beautifully poignant worth is deadly serious. The
realization that he, like others he character. Peter Bosche conveyed Playhouse has developed a
works with, has nothing to call his the hopelessness and disillusionment successful interpretation of the play.
own and no real stability. H~s dream of Candy very adequately. Stephen Characterization, plot, set and
of getting a place of his own is un- Clarke was convincing as the un- lighting all seem to blend into one
realistic for his present situation and derstanding Slim but perhaps was a excellent prduction. It's the most exbit too mellow and could have pressive play that I've seen the
Playhouse attempt all year and I
developed the character more.
Other good performances were would strongly recommend seeing it.
given by P. Jay Sidney as Crooks, a · The play runs, through March 12.
black man longing for friendship but
I would suggest that you take adshunned by all because of his race,
Susanne Marley, as Curley's lonely vantage of Playhouse in the Park's
and available wife and by Robert Student Rush program whereby fif.
Rutland who played Whit, a man teen minutes before the start of a perafraid to think and function as an in- formance, all unsold tickets go on
dividual. Eric Uhler overplayed the sale for $3.00 with presentation of a
role of Gurley and his presence often valid student l.D. This is quite a
detracted from the action. Robert reduction since the standard ticket
Stocker was an excellent choice for price is $4.00 - $7 .00 Purchases are
limited to two tickets per student.
the authoritarian boss.
By .Julie Helmes
New1SteffWrlllr

Photo COU!lellf ol lanGlf Und9rwood

Left to right: Kent Bro•dhurat (George) •nd L•nny Fl•herty (Lennie) In Stein·
beck'• Of Mice Hd Men curr~ntly •t .Playhou.. In the P•rk.
·

Dog· Day· wo"h seeing
cops and robbers. The police have
the bank surrounded, but the crooks ·
have hostages; now the superficial is
stripped away as tense hours pass.
Nlwllt.nW'""8
The razor-sharp tension of the
.In the last ten. years, Hollywood situation .is. broken only by the
has produced but a handful of "laughter among the ruins" humor
talented actors. These men are more of New York City.
than readers of parts, .for they are
In these time-bomb like hours,
skilled craftsmen who bring to each Pacino exposes the personality of
character a distinctive style. We the bank robber as a multilevel
know them not for who they are but individual driven to extremes for the characters they have created. extremes that the viewer may never
This new breed of star•. DeNiro; experience, but can taste through
Pacino, Hoffman and Dreyfus, has Pacino's brilliant artistry. The
part of the American viewer is invited to tap Pacino's
become
movie-goer's diet, not thi:ough big· energy to see the bank robber as fly
budget hype, but ·through off the handle lunatic, misunderconsistently solid performances stood son, disappointed husband,
the kind of acting one doesn't mind reluctant homosexual and confident
paying $3.SO to see.
paranoid. The true craftsmanship of
Al Pacino is that the viewer can
partake in an alien· experience and
yet both understand and sympathize
For 7Sc, you can see one such with it. This is what makes Al
performance at the University Pacino a s·tar and 'Dog Day
Center Theatre. Dog Day· Afternoon a must.
Afternoon stars Al Pai::ino and John
Cazale under the direction of Disney
Lumet. The amazingly complex
character Pacino portrays is a
stunningly powerful interpretation
of the Frank Pierson screenplay. A
screenplay that "actors" like Clint
Eastwood and Charles Bronson
couldn't even read for.
At first· the story seems
superficial, an inept bank robbery:
resulting in a stalemate between
By RAY DADEMO
ud
·
GEORGE MALEY

a
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Barker sifts 'through myriad albums

review

•••••

·!lRc<nartb.u'a. Ifuh

ANDREW GOLD, All This and' career from the fantasy . tale of
"Supper's Ready" to the more pop
Heaven Too. (Asylum).
This follow up to the popular"Oh oriented "I Know What I Like."**"'
Once again I've worked my way
through the myriad of albums on my Wha:t' A Lonely Boy" proves that WARREN ZEVON, Excitable Boy,
desk, so let's take a look at some of Gold is here to stay for awhile. On (Asylum).
938
Warren.Zevon is a crazy guy, as
the releases that are presently the first side, songs like "Still You
making the rounds. *Poor, ••Fair, Linger On" and"'Always For You" can be evidenced by titles off this
show the range and versatility of new record like "Werewolves In
•••Good, ••••Excellent.
EL VIS COSTELLO, My Aim Is Gold's voice, while "Looking For · London" and "Roland the Headless
m, 0~ ~
My Love" displays his musical Thompson Gunner." But he does
True, (Columbia).
This LP proves that a former abilities on piano, guitar, percussion have a lot of friends (talended at
computer programmer from the and timpani. To say this album that) who assist him - namely
British Isles can make it big (let that offers a pleasant listening experience Linda Ronstadt, Jackson Browne,
be some inspifation to those taking quickly sums it up, but hardly does it Mick Fleetwood, John McVie and
.Data Processing). Not actually new justice. Let's hope more Gold is on J.D. Souther, just to namea few. Yet
the songs tend to be repetitious and
·
· wave, Costello represents "pub" the. way soon.••••
leave the listener dissatisfied.••
rock - essentially the English
MEAT LOAF, Bat Out Of Hell,
version of R&B. The songs are short
(Epic).
and energetic, and reminiscent of
The similarity to Springsteen here
SO's rock 'n roll. The band works ·
results more from Roy Bittan on
well as a unit, with nobody crowding AEROSMITH, Draw The Line,
piano and drummer Max Weinberg
(Columbia):
the' spotlight.•••
Aerosmith gives us hard rock 'n (both members of Bruce's E Street
STEVE GIBBON'S BAND, Caught
roll, and that's about all. Tyler Band) rather than Meat Loars gruff
In The Act, (MCA).
Besides.sharing the same tailor as screams out the lyrics worse than vocals and backstreet alley lyrics.
Johnny ca-sh, Gibbons could easily ever and Joe Perry's guitar playing The arrangements are good and the
win a Springsteen look-a.like lacks the vitality of old. Songs like playing excellent, led by Todd
Rundgren (also producer) on guitar,
contest, but the resemblence ends the title cut, "I Wanna Know Why"
there. This live album contains raspy and· "Get It Up" fall short of the but the principal has some growing
vocals, a lively performance, and group's old standards. This one is to do.••.
hardly any original material. .strictly for hard-core Aerosmith JOE ELY, Honky Tonk Masquerade, (MCA).
included are Dylan's "Watching the fans.••
Just as the title impli'Cs, the music
River Flow" (with good slide · GENESIS, Second~ Out, (Atlantic).
here
is strictly Southern honky-tonk
This
double
live
album,
recorded
guitar), Chuck Berry's "Tulane" and
"Rollin On" (good driving songs), in Paris during the band's '76-'77 style. Ely proves an adequate
.
and a fair rendition of the Bealle's world tour, is worth it just for the guitarist and vocalists, but the best
"Day Tripper". Bassist Trevor great recording involved. With Peter part is the group's overall sound.
Burton and drummer Bob Lamb Gabriel's departure the slack has · Ponti Bone adds a unique element
hold everything together with a · been taken up by the rest of the with his accordian playing. Just sit
l
back and imagine yourself in some
rythmic R&B beat, but in the ~!1d it ·group, The result is final recognition
out. o( the way southern ba.r. -:-- n o w · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .
proves to be Gibbons ·himself ·that ,or: .gr:Oup m.embers. as first-rate
musicians. The LP traces their you've got the idea.••
weighs the material down.••
By GREG BARKER
. New• Columnl1t
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Bearcats beat Muskies, 59-54;
Valparai$O dumps X in overtime
By TOM PERRINO
News Sports Writer

Last Monday Night, February 13,
the Muskies took on the Universitv ·
of Cincinnati, and, in a· very
emotional game, lost to the Bearcats
59 - 54. Then, on Saturday,
February 18, Xavier balled lowly
Valparaiso into overtime before
losing 76 - 75 on Max Kipfer's last
second shot.
"UC'em at the Coli.seum. Watch
UC take on the finest teams in the
country." These statements are all
familiar as advertising slogans of
that other team .in town. Well, lasi
Monday UC took on Xavier
University. Xavier may not be one of
the finest teams in the countrv, but
they certainly played like it. ·
Going against a team that UC
hasn't beaten since 197°1 and a
starting line up that averaged almost

6 feet 7 inches in height, the Muskie's
chances of victory appeared slim.
Xavier, however, gave the
Bearcats everything that they could
handle. The Muskies put on a first
half show that would have made any
team in the country jealous. It would
be impossible to pick out one star in
the first half. Keith Walker passed
the ball around with the accuracy of
Bob Greise. Gary Massa and Nick
Daniels supplied the· fire power,
while Steve Spivery and Dave ·
Payton triggered a defense that held
Pat Cummings to his lowest total of
the year.
In the last IO minutes of the first
half, XU outscored UC 15 - 16 to
take a 27 - 22 halftime lead. During
the streak Gale Catlett's face became
almost as colorful as one of his suits.
In the second half, the Bearcast
employed a new defense. Instead of
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JUNIORS AND SENIORS:
looking for a part-time job with
good income, flexible hours
and real experience in the
·
business worldl
The Ray Baker Agency
Northwestern Mutual
Call Bill Klingeman, 961-1820

giving Xavier open shots, UC chose
to foul· the Muskies. XU showed
why the foul line is sometimes called
the charity stripe as they connected
on only 7 of 19 free throws and gave
the game away.
The Muskies did have one final
chance when Daniels scored on a lay
up and then made two free throws.
Bearcat David Kennedy committed
one ,offens-ive foul and XU had the
ball with 14 seconds left in the game
and trailing 56 - 54. Massa's jump
shot, however, was off the mark and
UC closed out with a 59 - 54 victory.
The game was very disappointing
since the Muskies scored just as
many field goals, outrebounded,
had fewer fouls and fewer turnovers,
and had more assists and more steals
than the Bearcats, but still managed
to go down in defeat.
Then on Saturday night, the
Muskies . lost to the Valparaiso
Crusaders in overtime, 76 - 75.
Xavier jumped out in front 14 - 4
in the first few minutes and it
appeared as if they would blow the
Crusaders out. The Muskies
couldn't deliver the knockout punch
but managed to lead 36 - 27 at
halftime.
In the second half, the Muskies
were perfect hosts as they allowed
the Crusaders to battle back and tie
the game at 66 - 66 when Darryl
Ashby hit a 25-footer with. two
seconds left in regulation time.
l_n the overtime period, XU was
down 74 - 71 when Joe Sunderman
hit a layup to make the score 74 - 73.
The Muskies then forced Valparaiso
to make a bad pass and Val Martin
fouled Gary Massa with IO seconds
left in overtime. Massa made both
ends of the one-and-one and Xavier
led 75 - 74. Valparaiso inbounded
the ball and Max Kipfer threw up a
prayer from about 35 feet that went
in to give the Crusaders a 76 - 75
victory.
During the game, however, Keith
Walker broke the XU record for
most assists in one season. The old
record was 104 assists set by Bill
Kirvin during the 1961-62 season.

talnD's
Xavier Night (Every Tuesday)
Norwood Plaza
Shopping Cen·ter

I

Stall photo by Harold Websler

Nick Daniels, with perfect form, lets loose of a 20-footer that was "In UC player
Lionel Harvey's eye." Daniels had a !'lot hand In the ·game, ·bombing In 21
points, as he warmed up for final shot honors. He never got the ball though,
and Xavier lost the game, 59-54.

-

Matmen upset Capital;
fare po.orly in tourney
deciding. match, pinning his
opponent in the first period. "If we
had a wrestler of the week award, it
would have to go to. Perrino this
time," Bergman said, since Perrino's
pin marked only his third victory
for the year.
Perrino's pin turned out to be
curcial, as Bud .. Ruffing, Jim
Schulien, and Jim Janning all went
down to defeat. Dave Markgraf iced
the match by pinning his opponent
- his sixth win by a fall this season.
The Muskie matmen did not fair
as well in the Ohio Conference
lndependent's Tournament Saturday, Feb. 18. Facing very strong
competition, only three wrestlers
were placed winners, although
everyone wrestled very well.
Dave Markgraf lost a close 4 ~ 3
decision in· the finals of the
· Metmen to page s

By PAT LINDSAY
New1 Sports Writer

Despite winning only five weight
classes, the Xavier wrestlers
defeated Capital University 28 - 17
Tuesday, Feb. 14. The victory
extended the Muskies' record to 9- 3
and marked thier fifth straight win.
Ken Tatum started the team off
with a superior decision and Jim
Teuschler followed with a pin. The
pin was Teuscher's sixth of the year,
and extended his record to 12-1-1,
the best on the team.
Pat Mogavero and Pat Lindsay
were both upset, each leading early
in· his match· but ending in defeat.
Capital thus tightened the score to
IO - 6, but Jeff McGrath quickly
followed with a pin for the Muskies
to increase the lead.
Chris Perrino then followed witli
what coach Jill!. Bergman called the

gotsbys
sunday. night

(in front of Twin Fair)
Montgomery Ad.
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Fri.-Sat. 10:45-11 :00
Phone 731-1733
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Wom.en b-ballers
streak to· third ·win
By ROGER ROSENTHAL

Kevin Maloney added 12 each.
Five days later, Feb. 17,
. After· getting off to a poor start, Cincinnati Bible College invaded the
Laurie Massa ·.has her women Fieldhouse and left it smarting from '
roundballers going in the right a 69 - 49 loss.
direction. They now own a ·three
The Muskies dominated this one
game .. winning . streak,- and are from the start and it was quite a team
playing some good basketball.
effort.
·
· Th!!i.r latest victims were Thomas
Junior forward Fister_ played
More and. Cincinnati Bible Coliege. perhaps her best game, as she tallied
pn Saturday, Feb. II, the
Stall photo by Mike Berger
15, while Maloney also connected
Xavier student demonstrates the new welght-llftlng equipment In the Sports
Muskies destroyed the Thomas with 15.
·
More Rebels 69 - 24.
With these two v,ictories; the Center.
·The visitors only had seven women roundballers are now 5 and
dressed,and this hurt them 4, and it appears they have their
drastically. The Muskie women show on the road.
Sl•ll photo by Mike.Berger
tired them down, and took control ·
You can "catch" their act tonight
The machine, located on the second of the contest early on iil the second as they host Ohio Wesleyan at the
floor of the Sports Complex, 11 availhalf.
Fieldhouse. Tip-off is 7 p.m.
able for the use of any member of the
Sheila Connolly, with her
Women Notes .... It -appears
By MICHELLE TOCORZIC
Charts and · instructions for ·Complex.
patented· 18 foot set shot, scored 21 reserve forward Mary Jo Counts has ·
News 81•11 Wrfl•r
proper use of the weight equipment
to .lead the winners. Teri Fister and her own fan club. At the Cincinnati
Thanks to a grant from Xavier's will be posted close to the machines
Bible College game, a couple of signs Capital Building Fund, a Universal in the near future.
were spotted encouraging Mary Jo. 15-station exercise gym with
The basic muscle· build of the
variable resistance has been . body is the same for both sexes and
purchased and installed ·in the consequently, use of the Universal
O'Connor Sports Complex. The Ma.chine is open to both women and
. weight machine, valued at $4300.00, men.
heavyweight division to gain a silver was bought at the recommendation
Laurie Massa, Assistant Director
medal.. Jim Teuschler and P~t of Anthony Brueneman, Director of
of Campus Activities, will be
Lindsay both captured fourth place Campus Activities. Also with the
available · for consultation for
money from the building fund a
in their respective weight classes.
women's weight programs. She will
Ashland College. captured the Marcy Mach-I weight machine has
:·team title, followed closely by been installed. A set of 10 Olympie
stress weight use for women in a
body management sense of fitness as
·Youngstown State, Akron, and barbells in 10 lb. graduations from
opposed to weight lifting as bulk
Wright State Universities. "The 30 lbs. to i20 lbs. has also been
competition was just a little overour ordered and is expected to be in use . muscle building. The program will
stress taking inches off the body and
heads," Bergman said; The wrestlers by March 15.
toning the muscles, not in muscle
round out their regular season this
The use of the weight equipment,
week with a Wednesday night match · located on the second floor of the · building. Massa can be reached for
information at 3208 daily and 3704
at Wilmington and a Sunday sports center, is open to any member
evenings.
of the complex.
after~O..£>E match at Dayton.
. News Sports Writer

Sports Complex gets
new weight. machine
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The News· disap·proves threatened s.uspension

~inon

A letter appears below which with that person holding the authori- ministrator should not have the right
serves as both an apology and an ex- ty." Shearer consulted with other un- to remove from office - even templanation of Student Government ' iversity administrators and trustees porarily - a.person duly elected by
President Jack Diamond's participa- before acting to ma.ke sure he had ~he students. "At first I reacted against
,. tiori in the "U .C. sucks" chant at the authority to suspend Diamond. Rod Shearer's show of force; that he
Xavier-U.C. basketball game (Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, S.J., would think to remove a Senate ofUniversity· President, was not ficer due to controversy," Diamond
February 13.
.
Rod Shearer, Dean of Student ava!lable for consultation.)
said. The Student Government
Development, threatened to suspend
Shearer spoke with Diamond President still maintains that suspenDiamond from office for two weeks about the chant .at the Student sion of a student officer should be
unless he wrote a public letter of Government Workshop Saturday impossible because this can destroy
apology for his behavior at the game. afternoon, February 11. "He said he the continuity of student leadership.
In explanation of this demand, ·didn't want the chant, and I had
However, Diamond eventually
Shearer said, "It is pretty clear in the known he wasn't in favor of it," Dia- decided to write the letter. "I felt to
student handbook that the authority mond noted. ·"But I explained to him be fair, I should write the letter to
that Jack has is delegated from Jhe that ii happens every year as part of- those who ·were offended; that they
trustees to the president to me; but the spirit of the game, and I dis- should see our side as much as we see
who gets it is determined by the agreed with his adamance against theirs," Diamond said. He
students. When that individual it."
acknowledged the possibility of losbrings the university into disrepute · Diamond initially refused to write ing monetary support for the univerwe can no longer ·be comfortable the letter because he felt an a(,1- sity if a contributor found the ·stu-

dent body "profane.'' Diamond
stressed that his action in writing the
letter was not a compromise but a
sincere ef(ort to apologize to anyone
offended by the chant.
Although Shearer said he wotVd
exercise his authority to suspend a
student officer only in the "narrow
instance" of an officer acting p~blic
ly in a way whic~ reflects badly on
the whole community, the News can.:
not condone his threatened suspension of Diamond. No administrator
should ·wield the authority to suspend from office a person elected by
students. Any censure of, or reprimand for, Diamond's participation
in the chant should come, if at all,
from the student representatives on
Senate.

RGS
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Somec;»ne Lost at Xavier· .Concept by G.S. Maley and Paul Conroy Art by Paul Conroy

'teQ G:ino, b"'{ t"'e1 5td(. rniss·
one imp~t~rJ th'in_g.

,'

-----------------------------·Letters------------~---------------5
A Challenge to
Business Office

To the Editor:
It is not often that I write letters to
n~wspapers, but I think· that a few
things which on the surface seem
trivial, deserve public explanation
by the Business Office since they
affect so many people. Specificlly,
these are the points below:
I) The IRS for instance, might ·be
inquisitive as to why Wage and Tax
Statements were not mailed
anywhere near the January 31
deadline. By February 14 there were
dozens still in a large box in the
Bursar's Office - unmailed .and
available only upon walk-in request.
Besides being down-right illegal, this
was a real inconvenience to pastemployed out of town alumni who
I'm certain were (are) help up in
filing their tax returns,
2) Unquestionably, Xavier has the
right to charge for check cashing especially those of the personal .and
often rubbery variety. In cashing
personal checks there is a certain
amount of risk involved on the part
·of the school and a sel'Vice charge is·
justifiable. In the case of traveller's
checks and postal money orders
though, there is, a difference. They
are prepaid, insured, and there is
most often a IO% fee involved in
addition to the face.value at thetiine
of purchase. Xavier insists upon a
service charge for these checks too
although there is no risk involved
and the amounts concerned are less
than $50.
3) If this money making scheme
seems inconsequential, it could
come as a surprise to students and
recent alumni that some of those
"fees and tuition paid in full" have
re~ulted in an overpayment. This I
hve consistently found to be true of
deposits, returnable fees, etc.
Repayment will be made upon
request, but don't expect automatic
means to take care of you - I've
cleared balances from my account as

....

,

long as months after the end of the
previous semester.
In responsJ to one too many "I
don't make the rules, I ·only work
here" answers. I offer a challenge to
the Xavier Business Office to
explain ·itself t.o all of us on these
issues.
Marty Calkins

SRs' excursion
burns student

spending, Xavier can hardly expect
to operate in the black much longer.
Maybe next year the SRs can hold
their meeting in the capital of
deten~e. Helsinki.
Greg Barker

Student bled ai
sports c.omplex

To the Editor:
Incompetence once agains runs
rampant in Tony Brueneman's
operation of the Sport~ Center.
To the Editor:
This is in response to last week's Aside from the fact that terrible
article, "SRs relax in Florida, basketballs· were purchased for the
for.mulate future goals.'' Brockman second year in a row for intramural
Hall Director, Frank Bujold use, I nearly bled to death this past
commented that "the vacation was weekend because of a hand cut that·
. the 'something special' needed to could not be administered .to at all.
fight the 'burn out phase' most SRs Apparently Tony Brueneman has
experience in the second semester." seen no need for having Band-Aids
Well, the only thing about them accessible' to visitors of the Sports
that's burnt out is their skins, and Complex. It also astounds me that
their half-baked . story about gym doors are chained directly in
"developing their listening skills." route to the closest operable drinking
I'll wager that the only thing they fountain,.thus causing fire hazard
were listening to was the crashing of that could otherwise be allevited
through proper maintenance of the
the waves on the beach.
Why can't the SRs r~p and relate recreation facility. I heartily ask for
in Cincinnati? Or better yet, why · Tony Brueneman to develop a sen.se
can't the entire university obtain 1 of responsibility with regard to ·the
"funds contributed by Student safety and happiness of Xavier
Development" for a trip to the students, alumni and friends.
Moon?
Gerry Humes
The comment that.the SRs needed
to get "psyched-up" for the second
semester implies that they were
"psyched-down" during the first. So
the SRs plowed their way through
the hazardous conditions of the To the Editor:
L an article concerning the
snowbound Midwest to meet in
Florida for their "first meeting since Student Senate's reimbursement
September." Doesn't it seem odd study (Feb. 16) it was implied by the
that they had to travel author and by Senator Dave Scaletta
that the Senate's study had gone
approxi~ately lOOO miles to do
something that could have been beyond the planning stages and was
accomplished by walking across now being presented to the
Ledgewood? It's no wonder that administration and to the students.
they don't· have more meetings if Such is definiit\y not the case and I
they1 have ·to travel to Florida to must protest £tr. Scaletta's remark
that the job of Student Senate's
·meet.
With this kind of frivolous executives is similar to that of the

a

Reimbursement
talk premature

President and Vice-President of the
United States. Let me assure all that
this is not the general feeling within
Student Government. It astounds
me that Mr. Scaletta would discuss
this particularly delicate subject so
openly after he had complained
earlier of other senators doing
likewise. The reimbursement study
underway within the Senate is likely
to spread to, an in-depth look at all

r

campus reimbursements and thus
will not be limited to strictly a Senate
concern or discussion. The
investigation has just begun and is by
no means ready for publication as
complete. Until something of
substance is ready.to be said it might
be better if not~ing is said at all.
Mark Cardosi
Student Senator

.

Student Government President ·
apologizes for traditional chant

To the Xavier Community:
I would like to apologize for
the use of the "U.C. Sucks" chant
of February 13. It is the
traditional form of enthusiasm
exerted by spirited Muskies.
Unfortunately, it offended many
of Xavier's supporters.
.
·The word "sucks" has come
into common usage, in my
opinion. I do not think that
students visualize its sexual
connotations wheri they chant it.
It is commonly used as a means
of expressing disapproval. The
wor~ itself is not profane and is
used in one· form or another by
everyone. However, some of
Xavier's supporters do feel that
t.h e word . has profane
. connotations, and I realize this
can be offensive. It is only proper
that we be aware of other's
feelings and consider other's·
rights. This is why I apologize for·
the use of the cheer.
The fans were spirited,' and I
was proud to participate in
cheering the basketball team.
They .deerved support for. the
superb effort they displayed. I
have supported enthusiasm and
sports throughout my term of
office. I do not feel · I was
voilating any Christian modes.
As I have made the effort to
understand those whb :were
.._ disturbe4 by fhe cheer, I ask that

~

they. reach out and understand
the students. We did·not wish to
offend our supporters. We did
not wish to be profane. We did
wish to express our spirit. We did
wish to express our competith1e
resentment of our overshadowing neighhor school. I ask those
offended to see X. U, as a school
in 1978. Schools, students, and
the acepiability of words change.
As a result of my participation
in these cheers, I was threatened.
with a.two-w~~k suspension from
my Office <'!f.:-Student Governme.nt President, This would set a
dangerous $~cedent. It could
lead. to the:' removal of student
representatives at the whim of an
administrator. I suggest that
Student Development become
more aware of their priorities and
. use of power. We need action
such as 'remedial programs for
minorites, or use. of Federal
Funds for aid the. the
handicapped. These are concerns
of significance.
The use of the words "U.C.
Sucks" was not meant to be
profane, and it is not significant
enough to merit such attention.
Jack Diamond
.
. . .President
· Xavier University
Student. Government·. .

IBM~

lnterna.tional and I do mean· Business Machine

Walt and I. made the drive· from "Here I am, 40, not bad looking, prove you're still a man."
The girls seemed more interested in
Lexington to Cincinnati together. It maybe a little overweight (but·
I looked at Walt and he looked at, the ice cream than us. We did,
was the first time I was going fo be m~th~.r.ig a couple of sit-ups couldn't me, and we both fought with our however, find out that most people
away from home in several years. handle) and I am experienced. You wedding rings. Mine came off with
hit a bar named Dana's, so we decidMy wife, in bet~een kisses, gave firm know, some girl might be interested · pop, the last ditch 'effort of my con- ed to go hunting there.
science. Walt, who was driving, had
instructions. "Call when you get in-me," I thought to myself.
"It ·was a lot easier during the
there. And don't stop for a drink · "Yea, but what about Sandy, the more trouble. We swerved all over
along the way. The roads arc bad kids, and the house?" my conscienc~ the road til his came off. "Last war," Walt said as we lounged in our
caught me. ~'What about them? San· chance, pal," he said. "You belch spacious room, "one Hershey bar
you migh~ end up in a ditch."
dy needs about three weeks on the fat buddy," I said. We pulled into the went a long way." I took a shower
After Walt and I exhausted all the farm, and all she ever does is nag nag. first bar we saw and had a drink - to and put on my best casual wear; I
businesa talk we could think of, and nag, and those two gems of children, hell with the wives.
looked like I was the host of a
backyard barbecue. Walt pulled out
since there. wasn't much going on in sometimes I could shoot them. And
As soon as we got to our rooms in a tight fitting silk shirt, his belly hung
sports these days, we had to talk they need braces. Why can't they
about the program. "It can't hurt us make kids with straight teeth? And . Brockman .Hall, we knew it would be over his waist. He sucked in his gut.
"Just lik!= in thi: army," he said. I
with the company," Walt wasn't too
doubted he could hold it in all night.
Jmppy about the prospects of going
Walt stood before the mirror
back to school. "It seems like a fine
touching up his hair and admiring
opportunity," I wasn't overly excited
his five o'clock shadow. "I always
either.
wanted a beard, but Flo would never
As the jerk-water towns drifted
ICt me have one. Heck with her, if I
by, Walt and I discussed Xavier. "I'll
want a beard, I'll have a beard, let's
bet things are different today," Walt
have a beer."
was· pondering. "Yep, but nothing
We broke open another 12 pack,
like the 60's," I answered. We looked
our third siitce dinner. "I forgot that
at each other and chorused, "Thank
. I could drink like this, this is just like
God." Neither of us was interested in
before I got married," I said taking a
entering a college as part of the war
swig. "Yep, Walt commented,
inachine. "Yes the 70's have all the
· "nothing like being single again.
benefits of the 60's without the
Who knows? I might make it perma_.
protests.". Walt loved to quote the
Reader's Digest.
that· termite trap house, . I shiver a difficult task to bring a girl back nent."
there. But we were determined and
..I wonder what the girls are like, w!tenJJhink of the paym~nts ~nd' the
After polishing off the last of the
you know all that sexual liberation up-keep." I looked over and saw . ' dinner seemed like a good place to
12, we hit Dana's. There were some
and women's movement stuffr' Walt Walt shiver at the same moment. I start.
At dinner Walt and I sat down suspicious characters in the parking
asked. "I guess they would be loose, went back to thinking, ..This is your
last chance as a man, pal, you can with a group of girls, but m_aking Jot, but· what the heck? It was the
and ready for some experience you know, men of the world," I jok- show-em all - the wife, the kids and ·romantic moves in a cafeteria filled wife's car. All they could steal was a
ed. We both laughed, but the smiles that stinking house - yep show-em with sweaty athletes while eating im- battered copy of the Complete
stopped · as we thought about it.. all, just by getting a little action: itation food does not usually work .. Works of Erma Dombeck. After

a

three hours of listening to ear splitting music and jo!ltling with the
sardine-like crowd we finally saw the
girls from dinner.
..Hey, good looking - what's
cooking?" Walt said. We couldn't
understand why the girls were giggling, but we laughed along to be nice.
The girls let us buy them beers; boy,
could they put them away. l'v~ never
S!:Cn girls who could drink like them.
Walt and I huddled and decided to
make our move. "Hey; baby, what's
a nice girl like you doing in a place
like this?" I asked. They laughed,
turned around, whispered a few
words and turned back to us saying,
"Are you offering us a ride home?"
"You betcha sweetheart," Walt said
in his lame Bogart.
We were going nuts as we got into
the car. "Last chance, pal," Walt
said ....You betcha, buddy," I
responded. The girls just giggled.
· This ~as great, our first night of
freedom and score. There may be
snow on the roof, but there's fire in
the furnace. I am going to love this,
forget the wife, the kids, and that
stinking house. This. one's for me.
Walt parked the car and the girls
got out. ..Ok baby, let's go to my
room," I ordered. "You know,
you're real cute, you remind me of
n:tY daddy." They both walked away..
Walt and I spent the next six
weeks playing cards and nursing our
egos with beer. Gee, it was good to
see the wife and kids again.

Student Volunte_ers provide services
for needy people in Cincinnati
By program has been initiated. These
involves various groups of ..handivolunteers would be called upon
capped" adults, some of whom live in
from time to time to render services
Student Volunteer Services is an an apartment complex at Dana Ave.
organization of which many students and Victory Parkway. The adults are as needed by the volunteer branch of
.at Xavier are unawa.i:i:, Thi! pr<_?gra!!l labelled handicapped because of the Community Chest;
was instituted in the mid-60's by Dr. --physfoardefeCis; yet they function as ·
Albert Anderson and is currently normaladults.Manyholdjobs,cook
Unlimited volunteer opportuniunder the direction of Mr. Frank their meals, clean house, etc. But due ties exist in Cincinnati for any
Heile and Chris Wooley.
to the fact that most are confined.to student willing to give the gift of time.
- This semester a revitalized wheelchairs, they need extra help,
Volunte~ring can prove to be a
program has been worked out which especially in the area of transporta- learning experience that goes above
attempts to match the interest of the ti on. Specially designed vans are at · and beyond the knowledge found in
volunteer with a particular service. their disposal but. volunteers are · classrooms. Ideally, college life
needed to drive them. Activities can should develop all aspec·ts of a
instead of vice-versa.
The.Service's goal is to expand its include anything from shopping to
student's personality. Volunteering
programs in order to better serve the going to the movies with them. •
· is one activity which can help build
Cincinnati community. The effort
. .
one's character as,one reaches outto ·
The. main requirement of a help others.·
·
thusfarhastakenplacemainlyinthe
formation of on-campus tut6ring volunieer is time.' Consiste.nt
programs geared toward helping participation in any of the volunteer
· .Anyon~ wh~ is .interested in any of
children in the primary grades who activities is a must. Just one hour per the existing programs or who has
. are having trouble in their studies; week is usually all that is necessary. another kind ofvolunteeringin mind
The youngsters are referred to the However, for . those who cannot should call Mr. Frank Heile at 74Sprograms .by various community make a firm commitment, a Stand- 3324 or Chris Wooley at 74S-3 J9S.
centers around the ·city and are in
need of help with basic reading and
writing skills. The volunteers meet
with them in the University Center as
well as the Sports Center for evening
study sessions whic~ conclude with a
to.ur of campus learning facilities.
By CHRIS WOOLEY
,.... Steff wr11er

crlmlnologllta, .nd to get "plrclled·up" tor new apera. We know one thing:
the Inspector wlll not plllr bNch......,.k•t·blngo.

Brewers--recogn·ized;
t:orm first ''fratority''·
By MICHELLE TOCORZIC
N•WI Steff-Writer

. A program consisting of athletic
recreation at the Altercrest Home
and outdoor activities at various
parks has been set up. but volunteers
are sorely needed to make it run
efficiently. No prior experience is
needed and transportation to the
activities will be provided. A healthy
weekly workout is a guaranteed
fringe benefit for any participating
· volunteer.
·

·,..,. p11o1o 11r AnM

IC.-...

A recent addition to the list of (:"'~I wooier;,~tt. •nd Fm1k Helle; right, In the ltuclent Yolunt•ra Olllce
· needs to be filled by volunteers _ blhlnd the lnton1111tlon D•k In the UnlnNltr Center•.
.. _ .._....

•.:•.

Hooked up to• cwtom buln communtcatlonl device, Inspector Detector la
pictured heN, llltenlng to 1111 mlnUle ntructlonl. betcn tMlnt on on hi•
llteat ualgninent. The IMpec:tor wll fir to .FlorlU In ...rch of "lomelhlng
apecllll" to Nlll¥e U.t · "bum out phlH" e•perlenced br top fllght

Last semester volunteers, with the
aid . of the O'Connor Center staff,
· helped run ·an athletic activity
program for children from St.·
. Joseph's Orphanage and the
Altercrest Boys.. home. Time was
spent, on ·Friday,evenings in vari~d
, competitive games as well as m
carousing in the pool.
.
The ·volunteers who participated
in the program last semester said they
enjoyed it, but this semester new
volunteers, ·especially female, are
needed to ~elp with a similar
program.

,..,,...,, Flllnlerr D, 1171
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About a year ago, the first talk of
fraternities and· sororities at X. U.
was just a murmur around the Xavier
campus, but as ofFebruary 13, 1978,
all this talk became a reality. At the
Student Oovernment meeting, the
Brewers were· recognized and
approved as Xavier's first fraternity.
In point offact, the Brewers are not
a fraternity, but rather, a fraternity/ sorority - a fratority. The group is
comprised of men and women with a
common purpose: "to promote
friendship, service and athletics at

. X.U."
The Brewers are unique in that
they have no rushing procedure as
many Greek societies do. There is nc.
admittance fee to join the Brewen.:
Money for the fratority is funded by
SABB or is raised by the group itself.
While getting together and ha vi lg
a good time is one important asp.!ct
in the life of the Brewers, it is not ti eir
·only concern. Service plays a 11i 1art
in their constitution. Fron. . ogy
campaigns to panr.r ,. .
United Appe111 "'"···· ...
the
Brewers are involved. '

:,.•, ~
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John and· Mo; 15 it Blind l.ove or Blind Ambition'/
Stell: Happy Rirthday to you!
Meg. Mo Molly. Anne, Lisa, :ind P~ula:.Whieh wayio
the Reach'!
·
Greg: Could·it be magic'! RmS
Obi·won: Is 1herc sc-?' after Death? Dead Men tell no.
talcs ...
Helen: h's a M°lraclc ...
Harker: Even Cowboys Get the Blues ...

What ·really goes on at an Emerald City Party?
.. Life is a seri~s of significant pauses. 11
Does the Scarecrow still rule your life? Or have you wised upl · ·

..

.

., .. Life is n~all Life is earnest! And t~ grave, is not its
goal .

·
.
.
. .
.
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The Back Page 1s
a free classified section
vailable to students, faculty. and staff of·

exceed~

av1er University. Ads should not
wenty words and must be submitted in
riting to the News office c/o The Back

age n·o later than the Sunday preceding
ublication. Sorry. no ad.will be repeated
nless resubmitted.
Oh, hyup, yup, yo, hyup, yup, yo. .
Oh, death; and grief, and sorrow and murder.
Sex without love is an empty .. perience. But as empty
experierices go, it's one of the best.
Radar: Everybody over the break either got engaged or
bought a new car. Oh. well, how'sthe car?
Fern: Any complaints aboutthe "Hilton" can be given
to Russ Baby. He's spent a lot of nights there.
Big Dave: How's Pooh Bear these days?
Annie: Happy Valentine's Day. Love and affection,
PRN.
_
Like a song. out of tune and out of time... C'cst la vie...
CM
Happy l!-day [{ose Anne Roseannadannadanna
Hey Jack,

u.c docs what'!°!!

Padre Rock: Mangia. Mangia. Mangini Sir Lancelot. .
Congrats to the Rrewers. I thought I "rccogni1cd" you.
from somewhere!
lley .lo. curls arc back.
Tom I!.: When you go to Infantry school. don't forget
your alligator bags. You may need them.especially if it
happens to you.
Derms: Do you really haw a matching huuerOy'!
Ronald: The cows arc hack - how's yourdrivings?Get
off the.road. Love 9.
·
Nannette: Sean gol" new car over lhc break. Docs that
tell you anything? ·
Gaper: I could while away the hours...
lsthcrc sex after Theology'!

Life is a trial within itself, without believing you have to
make it one, SRN.
-

Xavier New~. Chew on· ·
However, Stadtmiller noted that the
situation is no easier to deal with this ·
.it.. Digest it
year because coal consumption is
What we're writing is
harder to monitor than natural gas.
The voluntary 25% reduction in.
what you should know.
. energy consumption may . become
mandatory by the end of this month. . - - - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
The next step would be a 50% cur- •• .
tailment and Stadtmiller could not
· project the cutbacks t.hat would be I
necessary at that rate. If and when I
the coal strilce ends, there will still be I
a lapse of time until it arrives in the
~rious areas whi_ch need it~~e n.iost. I

.
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mo.nitored on campus. Stadtmiller
said he fe)t that the new Jy installed
· Honeywell BOSS system was a
tremendous help .in obtaining accurate information and in
caJcu)ating the necessary heating
cutbacks. He noted that it's still difficu)t to get consistent tempera. ture
readings due to the Unpredictability
. of the Weather, arid different operation conditions of the various
boilers.
Rev. Francis Brennan, S.J.,
Academic Vice-President, said the
rumors about closing Xavier in the
immediate future were not true.
"The university has an obligation to
remain open and clo.sing only creates
problems," he said. "As long as.there
is TIO danger to the public good, We
will keep the operation going."
Both Brennan and Stadtmiller
concurred that )ast year's closing of
the campus due to the shortage of
natural gas made everyone more
COnsciOUS Of. the preparations in.,
Volved With energy_ curtailments.

•
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Earn ·up to $80.00 a month
.
Donate ·plasma at Abbott Labs Pla_sma C: enter
916 East McMiiian at Peebles Corner
Call 961-0900
..
1 New Donors come a·a.m. to 2 p.m., Mo_n-Fri

Human kind cannot bear very much reality. TJW.

·

N EE o· ·cAS H?

·1

HASSAN MOTORS• .INC.
3813 Montgomery Road
Cincinnati, Ohio 45212
. 531 5500

10% OFF
on all service and parts to
X.U. ·students and faculty
wi1h identification
cards.
.
.

.

No Appointment Necessary
New donors bring this ad with you
~.nd rriake $5.00 extra on your first donation ·

I
·I
I

We feel thafwe have the finest quality plasma center in

I

Greater Ci°ncinnati. All of our donor floor employees are

I
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I
I

I
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I
I
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1 RN's, LPN's, or-trained medical corpsmen. A physician is
1 on~duty full time for your safety and convenience. With I

II
I . ..

close to five years at our present location; our personnel
are. experienced and knowledgeable.

1·
I·
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COME SEE us SOON!

.

"TENNIS PROS AND ASSISTANT PROS"

Seasonal and year-round clubs; good playing and teaching background.
Call (301) 654-:3770, or send 2 complete resumes and 2 pictures to:
Col. R. Reade, W.T.S., 8401 Connecticut Avenue,·
Suite 101·1, Chevy Chilie, MD 20015.
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This Tuesday, February28, 1978, GATSBY'S
invites you toa "METRO-MANIA~ Party. Come
and celebrate with all your friends. We think
you will have a great time.

"XAVIER STUDENTS·TAKE NOTE"
Gatsby's is offering to negotiate special
deals with any group of 25 or· more foran entire
evening of entertainment at Gatsby's.Just cal I
Gatsby's in a<;tvance and we will negotiate a
price that is acceptable to any college student.

FOR MORE DETAILS
CALL 871-5611

~~
3225 Madison Road
Cincinnati; Ohio
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Enhance your civilian career as an officer in the
Army Reserve or Army
National Guard.
You'll have opportunities
for extra income; immediate management experience· and community involvement.
·
· How? Through Army
ROTC leadership and management training during
your last two years of
college.
To reserve your life after
college, contact: .
CAPTAIN JIM DREGNE
ST.BARBARA HALL'
745-3646

Ill MIY llR Tll·YUI .Plmll.
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